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Social Media 
Reporting

https://www.instagram.com/chsprospector/?hl=en


The Prospector aims to spotlight all aspects of student life, 
covering athletic games, performing art shows, rallies, and 

local events that impact the Cupertino community. Our photos 
and interview-based captions convey an accurate and 

intriguing portrayal of regional happenings that engage 
everyone on campus.

Our Approach to 
Social Media



Social Media Management

We used a spreadsheet as well as Notion to keep track of photographers, uploaders, 
published content and posting times. This organizational strategy ensured that each 

platform received consistent coverage and kept staffers accountable.



Engaging the Student Body
Throughout the year, we tagged the Instagram accounts of the featured CHS 
groups we covered, allowing them to repost our content, which expanded our 

reach among the student body.
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Consistent Coverage
Our commitment to consistent 
coverage ensures that students and 
faculty are always in the loop. We 
never miss a beat when it comes to 
the electrifying events and vibrant 
rallies that define our campus. 

Diverse Content
The Prospector publishes an array of 
diverse content that celebrates the 
multifaceted nature of the CHS 
community. We strive to showcase 
the myriad of talents, passions and 
shared experiences that make our 
school truly exceptional. 

Instagram Coverage



Analytics
Current follower count: 

1123

Stories published: 
86



Sports Coverage
● Over the course of the school year, The 

Prospector covered a wide range of sports 
games and senior nights. Such sports included 
football, field hockey, competitive dance, water 
polo, basketball, soccer, track & field, tennis, 
volleyball, golf, badminton, swimming and 
gymnastics.

● Posts consist multiple pictures demonstrating 
action, team dynamics and entertainment at 
games.

Accounts reached
1279 Likes

310

Profile activity 
138 Shares

82



Ongoing Event 
Coverage

● The Prospector prioritizes covering school 
events over the course of multiple posts. Such 
events included spirit weeks, the International 
Club’s soccer week and Tinolympics — a 
month-long sporting event in which 
graduating classes compete with each other.

Accounts reached
1038 Likes

284

Profile activity 
35 Shares

24



Performing Arts 
Coverage

● The Prospector covered theatrical 
performances, dance recitals, choir recitals and 
orchestra showcases

● Among the publication’s most high-performing 
posts 



Rally Coverage
● Rallies serve as vibrant showcases of 

school spirit. These spirited gatherings 
bring forth an array of activities, from 
cheerleading performances and sports 
competitions to electrifying musical 
performances – all which The 
Prospector strives to cover.



Community 
Coverage

● Apart from school events, our 
publication aims to cover activities and 
happenings in our local community as 
well. 



Election 
Coverage

● We covered the ASB class council 
elections for all grades at CHS, posting 
graphics announcing the winners to 
update the student body on the 
results of each election.


